2018 Klamathon Fire Report

The Klamathon Fire burned through the Soda Mountain Wilderness and the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument in the
watersheds below Pilot Rock.

The Klamathon Fire was many different things in different settings. At times, the fire was
influenced by high winds and tragically raged through the community of Hornbrook, California
doing great damage as it burned 31 homes and took one person's life. For all those personally
affected, the Klamathon Fire was no doubt tragic and terrifying.
At other times, however, the fire crept and smoldered, burning at mostly low to moderate
severity in the backcountry of the Soda Mountain Wilderness and Cascade-Siskiyou National
Monument. Ecologically speaking, the fire was beneficial and productive, leaving behind a
natural fire mosaic. The impacts to homes, infrastructure and public safety were significant and
are important to acknowledge; however, the ecological benefits of the Klamathon Fire have been
mostly overlooked.
As the Klamathon Fire entered the backcountry of the Soda Mountain Wilderness, fire weather
and behavior moderated dramatically, transforming the fire from a raging, wind-driven blaze to a
slow moving ground fire. Despite the significant reduction in burn intensity and rate of spread,
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the Oregon Department of Forestry’s (ODF)
discretionary fire suppression activities led to extreme environmental impacts in the Soda
Mountain Wilderness. These unprecedented ecological impacts have also been largely
overlooked.
For those who know and love this wild region, the results of discretionary fire suppression
activities implemented by ODF and retroactively approved by the BLM, were devastating.
Native plant communities, rare plant populations, streams, Native American archeological sites,
wilderness habitats and wilderness trails were bulldozed, damaging the natural, cultural,
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historical, and recreational character of the Soda Mountain Wilderness and Cascade-Siskiyou
National Monument.
The Klamathon Fire demonstrates the many difficult conundrums of wildfire in our region. In
many situations a single fire can be both tragic and devastating to human communities, but also
ecologically beneficial. At different times and in different locations within an individual fire
event, the outcomes can vary dramatically. Wildfire throughout the region exhibits different
characteristics depending on an immense number of physical and environmental influences.
Likewise, the discretionary fire suppression response can either be appropriate and reasonable or
grossly disproportionate when compared to the resources and values at risk. The Klamathon Fire
is a prime example of the potentially complex outcome of wildfire and the disproportionate
impacts often associated with discretionary fire suppression activities.
Significant Fire Weather & Events
The Klamathon Fire began as an escaped burn pile on July 5, 2018 and was first reported at
12:37 PM, roughly 2 miles south of Hornbrook, California and south of the Klamath River.
Pushed by 35-40 mph winds and fueled by fine, grassy fuels, the fire jumped the Klamath River
and began growing quickly to the north. The fire ripped through open oak/juniper woodlands,
pine groves and grassland habitats, as well as the riparian area of lower Cottonwood Creek and
the town of Hornbrook, California. This area burned under extreme weather conditions,
whipping the escaped burn pile into a large, wind-driven wildfire in a matter of hours.
By afternoon, the fire was over 1,000 acres and had raced through the small community, burning
31 residences, 3 non-residences, and 37 commercial buildings. The fire also took the life of one
resident when his home was engulfed in flames. A firefighter was also burned over in his engine,
and sustained serious burns to his face and body. For the community of Hornbook, the
Klamathon Fire was both deadly and devastating. In this sense, the Klamathon Fire was surely a
human tragedy with long-lasting impacts.
During the wind-driven firestorm in Hornbrook the fire also jumped I-5, closing the four-lane
freeway and demonstrating that at that specific time, in that specific place, and under those
specific conditions, due to ember spread and high winds, no fireline could have contained the
Klamathon Fire. The fire then spread north towards the Colestin Valley, west into the Siskiyou
Mountains and east towards the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area and Cascade-Siskiyou National
Monument. By evening, the Governor of California had declared a State of Emergency for
Siskiyou County due to the fire’s impact on human communities. 1
By the next day on July 6, the fire had grown to 9,600 acres and evacuations had expanded to
Colestin Road, the Mt. Ashland Ski Access Road, and Old Highway 99. The head of the fire was
six miles wide and was observed burning north towards the Oregon border and the Soda
Mountain Wilderness Area. A large, well-developed smoke column, indicating extreme, plume
dominated fire behavior, was observed in or near the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area.
On July 7, under these conditions, ODF requested authorization to implement uses otherwise
prohibited in the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area. This included the use of chainsaws, water
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pumps, helicopters and bulldozers, citing public safety, extreme fire behavior and threats to
critical powerline infrastructure as justification. 1
According to ODF and the Rogue River-Siskiyou National Forest, the Medford Air Tanker Base
had also “pumped 132,000 gallons of retardant to support suppression efforts for the Klamathon
Fire.” 2, 3 However, funneled by the mountain valley, pushed north by high winds and burning
uphill, the fire spread quickly, and a combination of handcrews, engines and retardant drops
failed to significantly limit or reduce fire spread. Instead of suppressing the fire and limiting
acres burned, crews were in triage mode, engaged in protecting homes and communities as the
fire spread quickly in fine, grassy fuels. The strategy of focusing on public and human safety
likely saved many homes, and perhaps lives, as the fire spread chaotically north from Hornbrook
towards the Colestin Valley.
By the morning of July 7, less than two days after ignition, the fire was 22,000 acres and still
only 5% contained. While crews struggled to respond to the fast moving fire and quickly
changing conditions, the presence of rural residential homes, small businesses, rural towns and
Interstate 5 complicated the management of this dynamic, erratic, and complex wildfire event.
CalFire had already amassed 1,083 personnel, 88 engines, 31 fire crews, 15 helicopters, 5 dozers,
and 11 tenders to suppress the fire. 4
Crews reported “Extreme fire behavior with movement in multiple directions,” and 750 residents
had been evacuated from the areas around Hornbrook and the Colestin Valley to the Mt. Ashland
Ski Road. 4 CalFire crews worked furiously to protect homes, private property and private timber
as the fire raged through mostly private ranchland and timberland owned by the Fruit Growers
Supply Company (FGS).
At the northeastern perimeter of the Klamathon Fire, the fire began making isolated runs. Active
fire was spreading into the Hutton Creek, Slide Creek and Scotch Creek drainages and began
entering the Soda Mountain Wilderness and Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument. Although
only a small portion of the area was currently burning, by 1:30 PM, the Cascade-Siskiyou
National Monument and the Pacific Crest Trail were closed to the public as a precautionary
measure. This meant that a vast swath of BLM forestland, from the Klamath River and the I-5
corridor, to Highway 66, was now closed to the public due to fire activity.
On the afternoon of July 7, the winds shifted, blowing from the north and pushing the fire back
onto itself. This drastically minimized fire intensity and rate of spread, and reduced portions of
the fire to a creeping, low intensity wildfire. ODF spokesperson Melissa Cano reported, “fire
activity has died down quite a bit, and is burning back on itself.” She also stated that crews had
begun to build a “huge containment wall” to stop the fire’s northern spread into Oregon. 5
Rather than seeing this reduction in fire behavior as an opportunity to contain the fire utilizing
Minimum Impact Suppression Tactics (MIST) in the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area (as
directed in the Soda Mountain Wilderness Fire Plan, the Soda Mountain Wilderness Stewardship
Plan, BLM Manual 6340 and the 1964 Wilderness Act), fire officials doubled-down, escalating
their aggressive and damaging suppression strategy. The “huge wall of containment” identified
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by Melissa Cano was the first public reference to unauthorized bulldozing conducted near the
Oregon/California border and within the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area.
By the morning of July 8, the fire was 30,500 acres and 25% contained. According to CalFire
updates, “Moderate fire behavior with uphill runs and short range spotting was observed
overnight with good overnight humidity recovery.” The fire continued to burn moderately to the
southeast and spread west into the Klamath National Forest. At this time, the fire was also well
established in the Horseshoe Ranch Wildlife Area, the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument
and private timberlands. The south flank of the fire was threatening “the Osburg Cabin Cultural
Site, as well as the Verizon communications site on Horn Peak.” 6
While the agency was bulldozing without authorization across the wilderness, direct and indirect
line construction was also taking place along the western perimeter to keep the fire from
spreading further into the Klamath National Forest and the vast checkerboard of private
timberland owned largely by FGS. According to CalFire Fire Analyst Tim Chavez, the western
perimeter was “very active.” He described the difficulty of holding the fire in active timber
harvest areas,“There is harvesting going on. There are clearcut blocks, there is activity fuels and
the fire is very hard to control.” 7
Later in the evening Mr. Chavez further articulated these statements noting,“On the west side of
I-5 we have an area where the fire is burning with heavy fuels. That area has had logging
activity in the past, so there are some large patches that, when they took out the logs, have come
back in grass and brush and because these areas are fully exposed to the sunlight. In other
words, they have no tree canopy over them, they are very prone to spot fires because the fuels
are in the sun, and are hot and the moisture content in the fuels is very low.” 8
On the evening of July 8 at the
Klamathon Fire Press Conference
CalFire Battalion Chief Daryl Laws
addressed wilderness bulldozing:
“Our partners on the Oregon side
are working with us and have
established 4 miles of line, all the
way over into the Scotch Creek
drainage, and they are currently
working that side of the fire with
equipment and their crews, and
trying to tie into our crews from the
southeast side of the fire working up
towards their location…up near
Irongate Lake and the Camp Creek
drainage.” 8 This dozerline,
The Schoheim dozerline crossing Scotch Creek in the Soda Mountain
extending into Scotch Creek and
Wilderness.
east to Agate Flat, is almost entirely
located within the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area, and at the time of this press conference was
not yet authorized by BLM field managers.
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By July 9, the fire was 36,500 acres, 40% contained and $13.2 million had been spent in just four
days. Crews utilizing handline built across Scotch Creek held the fire on Lone Pine Ridge and
Slide Ridge with the help of tanker drops and tactical firing. Despite the success of hand crews at
holding their firelines, heavy equipment continued working the Schoheim dozerline from Agate
Flat to Hutton Creek, over 20 miles across the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area. 9
That evening at the nightly press conference, Elizabeth Burghard, District Manager for the
Medford District BLM, announced that crews and resources were in place within the Soda
Mountain Wilderness Area, and that 1,300 acres within the Soda Mountain Wilderness, the
Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument, and north of the Oregon border had burned so far in the
fire. Despite her acknowledgement, records obtained through a Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) request reveal that crews and equipment had been in place in the wilderness area for at
least the two previous days, and ODF would not receive official authorization for prohibited uses
(e.g. bulldozing in the wilderness) until three days after this press conference.10
For two days the fire sustained little growth and containment levels held steady. Fire behavior
was minimal in the light grassy fuels and open oak/juniper woodlands between the Klamath
River and Pilot Rock. Hotshot crews were holding the handlines on Slide Ridge and Lone Pine
Ridge near the boundary of the Soda Mountain Wilderness and in the Horseshoe Ranch Wildlife
Area. This handline ultimately became a portion of the northern fire perimeter and was utilized
to effectively to stop the northern spread of the Klamathon Fire into Oregon.
Crews also continued building
unauthorized contingency line in
the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area
by reopening the longdecommissioned Porcupine
Mountain jeep road with a
bulldozer. Crews bulldozed from
Porcupine Gap to Baldy Creek
Road along the Pacific Crest Trail
(PCT), halfway out the Boccard’s
Point Trail, and out Lone Pine
Ridge on the Lone Pilot Trail to the
long-decommissioned Schoheim
jeep road. When the Soda Mountain
Wilderness was designated in 2009,
both the Porcupine Mountain jeep
The Porcupine Mountain dozerline was built in the Soda Mountain Wilderness road and Schoheim jeep road were
and adjacent to the PCT.
fully decommissioned, while the old
road to Boccard’s Point was fully
recontoured and developed into a non-motorized, single track hiking trail. Although these
wilderness dozerlines served no direct role in fire containment, they badly damaged the
ecological and recreational values of the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area and Cascade-Siskiyou
National Monument, and set back almost a decade of important habitat restoration work.
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At the July 11 Klamathon Fire Press Conference, Dave Larson, ODF District Forester for SW
Oregon and Agency Administrator from the Klamathon Fire stated, “Oregon Department of
Forestry was delegated authority by the BLM to go in and go after this fire in Oregon and that is
exactly what we have done. They have given us the tools that we needed to fight this fire
aggressively and provided for safety, which included using equipment in the wilderness, so that
is a big deal and we really appreciated them giving us that opportunity.”11 Unfortunately, these
statements by District Forester Larson were either mistaken or purposefully misleading, because
authorization for equipment use in the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area was not approved until
the next morning, after between five or six days of unauthorized fire suppression activities inside
the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area. As Agency Administrator for the Klamathon Fire it is
highly likely that District Forester Larson was aware that no authorizations existed in BLM’s
Delegation of Authority document at the time of his statement on July 11.
The next morning in the CalFire Update Melissa Cano from ODF verified that it was, in fact, the
handlines built in the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area, not the dozerlines, that were being
utilized for effective fire containment in the Wilderness Area, stating, the “fire has become less
active on the northern flank. This afternoon crews have finished constructing handline on the
northern flank.” 12 This demonstrates clearly that handlines and MIST were the most
responsible, effective and efficient means of containing the Klamathon Fire on its northern flank
and within the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area.
Unfortunately, the BLM refused to
commit to these more effective and
appropriate suppression strategies,
and instead allowed ODF to create
extensive unauthorized dozerlines
and access roads inside the Soda
Mountain Wilderness Area. In
direct violation of BLM Manual
6340, the implementation of MIST
was never even considered by fire
managers on the Klamathon Fire.
Instead, they bulldozed through the
wilderness without considering
more appropriate suppression
strategies or even receiving proper
authorizations. ODF simply
A section of the Lone Pilot Trail bulldozed when creating the Schoheim
bulldozed through the wilderness
dozerline in the Soda Mountain Wilderness.
as if the designation did not exist,
and BLM simply looked the other
way, ignoring their management responsibilities and retroactively approving anything ODF
chose to implement.
After July 11, the fire grew very slowly and most of its forward momentum was limited by
natural weather conditions and hand built firelines. By July 13, just over a week after it started,
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the Klamathon Fire was smoldering out in the wilderness. The BLM described the fire as “less
active on the northern flank; there is still isolated heat in Slide Creek and upper Hutton Creek.” 13
By July 14, the fire was 38,008 acres and 95% contained, and crews were conducting mop-up
and initial suppression repair activities. The fire was declared 100% contained on July 21.
Despite full containment fire crews still continued driving vehicles deep into the wilderness on
the Schoheim dozerline, and perhaps others routes, for another two to three months, long after
the potential for fire spread was fully mitigated. If an emergency necessitating bulldozing or
vehicle access ever existed, which we do not believe it did, it certainly was not an emergency in
the months of August or September when the fire was completely extinguished, and there was no
rationale for driving vehicles into the wilderness. Despite achieving fire containment, crews and
BLM staff routinely drove deep into the wilderness doing suppression repair and even led
motorized media tours for the Medford Mail Tribune in violation of the 1964 Wilderness Act.
Fire Severity & Mosaic

The Klamathon Fire burned at largely low to moderate severity in the backcountry of the Soda Mountain Wilderness and
Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument.
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Despite the human tragedy in Hornbrook and the ecological devastation of BLM's fire
suppression response in the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument and Soda Mountain
Wilderness Area, the Klamathon Fire burned in a beneficial mixed-severity fire mosaic.
Although human-caused, for the forests, woodlands, grasslands and chaparral habitats of the
region, the Klamathon Fire was a characteristic natural disturbance with positive ecological
implications. The fire reduced fuel, invigorated herbaceous plant communities, thinned woody
vegetation, consumed ground fuels and enhanced wildlife habitats throughout the fire area.
The fire burned into the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument, the Horseshoe Ranch Wildlife
Area and southern margin of the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area on steep south-facing slopes
below the massive volcanic plug known as Pilot Rock. These slopes are naturally quite diverse
and jumbled, with a wide variety of habitat types, plant communities and natural fire regimes.
Dry mixed conifer habitats dominated by Douglas fir and white fir grow in the upper elevations,
mixed with beautiful oak woodlands, lithosol meadows, grasslands, dense rosaceous chaparral
and open grown ponderosa pine. At lower elevations a mixture of arid grasslands, chaparral, oak
woodlands, savanna and juniper steppe reminiscent of the Great Basin punctuate the long, steep
ridges extending south into the Klamath River.
While the Klamathon Fire was an accidental, unnatural ignition and the area had no previously
recorded fire history, its fire effects were characteristic and ecologically beneficial. The
Klamathon Fire burned at 57% low, 38% moderate, and 5% high severity. Fueled by wind and
weather events, the fire maintained a natural, diverse fire mosaic, interacting with environmental
attributes like slope position, aspect, vegetation and terrain.

Klamathon Fire Severity
5%

38%
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57%
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The majority of moderate and high severity fire that occurred in the Klamathon Fire was located
in plant communities adapted to high severity fire effects. For example, high-severity fire effects
often occurred in dense stands of Brewer's oak (Quercus garryana var. breweri). Brewer's oak is
a variety of white oak genetically predisposed to dense, short statured growth patterns with very
little fire resistance. Dense buckbrush thickets and the region’s unique rosaceous chaparral also
often burned with intensity in the Klamathon Fire. These species, although highly susceptible to
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stand-replacing fire, also demonstrate resilience by regenerating quickly from seed or as new,
stump sprouting shrubs. These attributes allow chaparral species to thrive and dominate areas
subjected to periodic high severity fire and that pattern was reinforced by the Klamathon Fire.
Other plant communities such as white oak woodland, juniper steppe, riparian areas, rock
outcrops and forested habitats expressed fire resistance for a variety of reasons. These areas
include late successional conifer forests, riparian areas with large, fire resistant trees and cool,
shaded microclimates that moderated fire intensity.
In the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area conifer forests are often associated with more productive
sites, stream bottoms, mostly higher elevations and north- or east-facing slopes. Just above the
fire area, a band of late successional conifer forest extends across the Soda Mountain/Pilot Rock
ridgeline, clinging to high elevation sites mostly above 5,000’ in elevation. The Klamathon Fire
affected virtually none of this contiguous conifer habitat.
The scattered conifer forest that did burn in the Klamathon Fire burned at largely low to
moderate severity, restoring natural process, reducing fuels and creating fire adapted stand
conditions. The structural conditions found in old-growth or late successional habitat, coupled
with favorable fire weather appear to have moderated fire severity in the Klamathon Fire, leading
to little canopy loss or stand replacing fire.
In other locations, the Klamathon Fire burned at low severity due to either droughty, exposed
conditions or poor, rocky soils. These areas grow very sparse vegetation, tend to burn at low to
moderate severity, if at all, and can act as fire refugia, as they did in the Klamathon Fire.
The Klamathon Fire burned through large
areas dominated by arid grassland and a
unique oak/juniper savanna. Habitat for
western juniper (Juniperus occidentalis) is
scattered throughout the Klamathon Fire,
including the Soda Mountain Wilderness
Area. The species is largely found in open
groves or as scattered individuals on
rocky sites, shallow soils or in arid
grasslands on south- and west-facing
slopes. Although they often grow in
locations that are relatively fuel limited,
western juniper is low statured,
notoriously flammable, and often inhabits
This photo taken in the spring of 2019 demonstrates the low severity
fire effects in the low elevation oak/juniper woodland, savanna and
the most windy, exposed locations. Many
arid grassland habitats.
fire ecologists would have predicted
significant juniper mortality, yet
throughout the Klamathon Fire, western juniper burned at very low severity.
The fire largely maintained the ancient, open canopied stands of western juniper and wide
branching individuals scattered across Slide Ridge, Lone Pine Ridge and the headwaters of
Hutton Creek. In many locations the low grassy fuels burned at extremely low severity,
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sustaining very minimal juniper mortality, very limited crown scorch, and apparently very
minimal flame lengths. Most of these juniper trees killed by the Klamathon Fire, were not killed
by canopy scorch or fire intensity, but instead smoldered away after embers lit large dead
branches and cavities ablaze.
Although the area had no recorded fire history in the last 100 years, the Klamathon Fire burned
in a healthy mixed-severity fire mosaic. The fire maintained the region’s complex pattern of
chaparral, grassland, woodland and conifer forest. It also triggered spectacular floral displays and
appears to have, at least temporarily, knocked back significant noxious weed populations

Klamathon Fire Severity map: dark green is unburned/very low, light green is low severity, yellow is
moderate-low, orange is moderate-high, red is high severity
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Impacts of past management on fire behavior
Much of the landscape that burned in the Klamathon Fire has been heavily impacted by historic,
and in some places, contemporary livestock grazing effects. By the early 1900s overgrazing in
the Soda Mountain Wilderness and the surrounding watersheds facilitated a type-conversion
from native, largely perennial bunchgrass habitats, to vast non-native, annual grasslands. 14
Heavy infestations of non-native annual grasses and forbs such as medusahead (Taeniatherum
caput-medusae), cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum), and star thistle (Centaurea solstitialis) have
degraded much of the grassland, woodland and steppe habitat in the area north and east of
Hornbrook, California. Native bunchgrass once dominated this landscape and is now uncommon
or rare in the area.
In many locations this transition from native bunchgrass habitats to non-native annual grasslands
has been shown to increase fire severity, frequency and spread. 15 Native bunchgrass
communities not only retain moisture later in the season, but they also contain empty space
between clumps of grass and create a slightly more discontinuous fuel bed. Non-native annual
grassland on the other hand, tends to desiccate early, creating vast, uniform beds of fine, flashy
and highly flammable fuel. Without further scientific study it is unknown if the conversion to
annual, non-native grasslands contributed to fire severity or spread in portions of the Klamathon
Fire. However, during the Klamathon Fire local weather conditions appear to have been the
dominate feature affecting fire behavior and burn severity.
While the eastern portion of the fire burned through lands impacted by grazing and noxious weed
spread, the western portions of the fire burned through industrial timberland owned by the Fruit
Growers Supply Company (FGS). The checkerboard of clearcuts and even-aged plantation
stands significantly affected CalFire’s ability to control and contain the western fire perimeter.
After jumping Interstate-5 on July 5, the fire burned into recently logged tracts of timberland as
well as active timber harvest areas. These freshly harvested areas, choked in logging slash and
converted from a conifer fuel model to a brush type fuel model, significantly challenged fire
suppression crews.
For example, at the July 8 CalFire Press Conference, Fire Analyst, Tim Chavez stated, “On the
west side of I-5 we have an area where the fire is burning with heavy fuels. That area has had
logging activity in the past, so there are some large patches that, when they took out the logs,
have come back in grass and brush and because these areas are fully exposed to the sunlight. In
other words, they have no tree canopy over them, they are very prone to spot fires because the
fuels are in the sun, and are hot and the moisture content in the fuels is very low. So that is a
problem.” 8
For many days crews had trouble with containment of the western perimeter due to the effects of
recent timber harvest activity. On July 9, fire managers stated, “Division R area has a
disturbance history of harvest activity. Large clearcut patches have grown grass and brush that
is very receptive to firebrands. Clearcut block are covered in grass, brush and some heavy
downed wood, all are receptive to firebrands after a few hours of sunlight exposure.” 9 The
extensive efforts required to contain the western margin of the fire were largely associated with
industrial timber harvest activities, which took both personnel and energy away from home
protection in the Colestin Valley during critical periods of fire activity.
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Fire Suppression Impacts
Wilderness fire suppression,
implemented in compliance with the
mandates of the 1964 Wilderness Act,
requires the utilization of Minimum
Impact Suppression Tactics (MIST).
MIST promotes utilization of the least
damaging suppression strategies required
to effectively contain or manage a
wildland fire. The goal is to reduce
ecological impacts to the environment
and maintain an area’s wilderness
character while suppressing or even loose
herding a fire in the backcountry.
The Porcupine Mountain dozerline was built by ODF without
authorization in the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area.
Although mandated by the Wilderness
Act and the Soda Mountain Wilderness
16
Stewardship Plan, MIST was never effectively utilized by ODF or BLM in Klamathon Fire.
In fact, the ecological impact of fire suppression activities in the Soda Mountain Wilderness
Area was not only particularly severe, but it was also largely avoidable. Fire managers from
ODF and BLM essentially ignored the land’s wilderness designation, managing the fire with
bulldozers, by building vehicular access roads and creating vast bulldozed helipads, drop points,
staging areas and safety zones. Groups of motor vehicles utilized these fire suppression related
access roads for at least three months, driving vehicles deep into the heart of the Wilderness
Area.
Ironically, almost none of the dozerlines built inside the Wilderness boundary were actively
utilized for fire containment. In fact, the vast majority of “dozerline” or “road as fireline” was
built miles from the fire perimeter. Some was built as contingency line, while others were built
simply to access the interior of the Wilderness Area by vehicle. The use of these access roads by
motor vehicles continued long after any credible claim of emergency access could be made, and
all potential for continued fire spread had been mitigated. It is the bulldozed routes built as
vehicular access roads, in particular, that appear to blatantly violate the mandates of the
Wilderness Act.
While the agency has broad discretion in the control of fires in Wilderness, agency policy
dictates that any action should be done in a way that minimizes harm to the Wilderness resource.
This certainly was not done in the Klamathon Fire.
BLM Manual 6340 (which supersedes the old Manual Direction referred to in the Soda Mountain
Wilderness Stewardship Plan) at 1.6(C.)(7.)(b.)(i) states, “To the extent possible, all fires in
wilderness will:
A. be managed using minimum impact suppression techniques wherever possible while providing
for the safety of firefighters and the public and meeting fire management objectives.
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B. be managed, if feasible, without equipment that would ordinarily be prohibited by Section 4(c)
of the Wilderness Act. For examples of such equipment, see section 1.6.B of this manual.
C. have a resource advisor with knowledge and experience in wilderness stewardship assigned
to the firefighting team to assist in the protection of wilderness character.”
There is no indication that the BLM or ODF followed or even considered the recommendations
in BLM Manual 6340 or the Wilderness Act. Although MIST was mandated “wherever
possible,” it appears to have had little influence on decision making by the BLM and ODF in the
Soda Mountain Wilderness Area. It is estimated that 30 miles of dozerlines and vehicular access
roads were built inside the Soda Mountain Wilderness boundary during the Klamathon Fire,
including the Schoheim dozerline, Porcupine Mountain dozerline and Bocarrd’s Point dozerline.
Bulldozers were allowed to run so freely that Native American archeological sites, riparian areas,
rare plant populations, and popular wilderness trails were bulldozed. Finally, it is unclear if
Resource Advisors (READS) adequately trained in wilderness management were present to help
inform the decisions being made.
After the initial few days of wind-driven fire, weather
conditions and fire behavior significantly moderated
as the fire approached the Soda Mountain Wilderness
Area. At higher elevations fuels were still green and
lush and hadn’t yet cured into fire available fuels.
This lush, green herbaceous vegetation would likely
have moderated fire intensity and limited the rate of
spread at higher elevations; however, as the change in
weather, fuels and wind direction slowed the fire’s
The BLM-Medford Mail Tribune motorized vehicle tour northerly spread, neither BLM or ODF considered
in the Soda Mountain Wilderness. Photo credit:
implementing a more appropriate wilderness fire
Medford Mail Tribune
suppression response. Instead, ODF went about
bulldozing every decommissioned road they could
access inside the Wilderness Area without official BLM approval.
Most of these dozerlines were not safely or strategically located for fire suppression and some
were built up to four miles from the fire perimeter. In fact, most of the wilderness dozerline was
built mid-slope in locations unlikely to be utilized for fire containment. Still other portions
contained large and abundant switchbacks that would become problematic if utilized as active
fireline.
Numerous popular hiking trails were also bulldozed, including the Boccard’s Point Trail, Lone
Pilot Trail and the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT). The PCT is the region’s most popular wilderness
access and a particularly important recreational resource for the Cascade-Siskiyou National
Monument. Its scenic and ecological values were badly damaged by fire suppression activities in
the Klamathon Fire.
In perhaps the most brazen and unjustified violation of the Wilderness Act, BLM led a motorized
media tour in late August of 2018. The tour was designed to highlight the “rehabilitation” of fire
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suppression damage inside the Wilderness Area, and was used to generate a fairly favorable
newspaper article and Editorial in the Medford Mail Tribune. Although the BLM was provided
with favorable media, its motorized media tour was certainly not in accordance with the intent of
the Wilderness Act, and way out-of-step with wilderness ethics.
Apparently wilderness bulldozing was occurring on the ground within the Soda Mountain
Wilderness for six days before official authorization was signed. Authorization for wilderness
bulldozing was at the discretion of Medford BLM District Manager, Elizabeth Burghard.
According to documentation obtained through FOIA, CalFire Updates and public press
conferences, here is what we know:
•

•
•

•

•

•

Authorization for prohibited wilderness bulldozer use was first requested via email
attachment on July 7 at 1:41 PM. In this request, ODF asked for authorization to run
chainsaws for fireline construction, snagging, helispot improvement, hoselays, various
forms of helicopter use, fire retardant application, and specifically “dozer use to open up
Lone Pine Ridge.” The July 7 request for authorization specifically states that the
authorization would apply only “during the first 24 hours of initial attack suppression
operations within the boundary of the Soda Mountain Wilderness.”
The BLM’s Ashland Field Manager, Kristi Mastrofini, responded to this request via
email that same day on July 7 at 4:09 PM, “We have not yet authorized the dozer action
to open up Lone Pine Ridge either verbally or in writing.”
On the afternoon of July 7, the winds shifted, blowing from the north and pushing the fire
back onto itself. This drastically minimized fire intensity and rate of spread, reducing
portions of the fire to a creeping, low intensity fire. ODF spokesperson Melissa Cano
reported, “fire activity has died down quite a bit, and is burning back on itself.” She also
stated that crews had begun to build a “huge containment wall” to stop the fire’s northern
spread into Oregon. 5 The “huge wall of containment” is likely a reference to the
bulldozing conducted within the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area, near the CaliforniaOregon border. This is the first public reference to the wilderness bulldozing, which
apparently took place before dozer use was authorized by the BLM.
On the evening of July 8, at the Klamathon Fire Press Conference, CalFire Battalion
Chief Daryl Laws stated, “Our partners on the Oregon side are working with us and
have established 4 miles of line, all the way over into the Scotch Creek drainage and they
are currently working that side of the fire with equipment and their crews, and trying to
tie into our crews from the southeast side of the fire working up towards their
location…up near Irongate Lake and the Camp Creek drainage.” 8 Mr. Laws was
describing the Schoheim dozerline, which when completed, extended over 20 miles
across the entire Soda Mountain Wilderness Area, east to west. This dozerline appears to
have begun on either July 7 or July 8, but was not officially approved until much later.
On July 9, Incident Action Plans (IAP) began making reference to the construction of
“indirect line as approved by wilderness exemption.” The reference is located in the IAP
from Branch IV, Division T, which is located in the Soda Mountain Wilderness in upper
Scotch Creek. Despite this reference, it appears that a wilderness exemption was not
signed until July 12.
Also on July 9, Operations Maps show two new sections of wilderness fireline, one at the
western margin of the Wilderness in upper Hutton Creek in T 48S, R 7W section 15.
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Another dozerline is identified just inside the Wilderness boundary in T 41S, R3E
Section 15 in the Camp Creek drainage and on the slope of Lone Pine Ridge. 17
July 11 Operations maps show “road as line” starting in T 41S, R3E Section 9, then
extending into the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area along the long-decommissioned
Schoheim jeep route to the base of Lone Pine Ridge. 18 This “road as line” was bulldozed
by suppression crews and is the first indication in the public record of the agency’s
intention to bulldoze over 20 miles across the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area.
On July 12 ODF and BLM sign official authorization in the Klamathon Fire Suppression
Activities and Prohibited Uses in the Soda Mountain Wilderness document. This
document officially, and apparently retroactively, approved numerous wilderness
dozerlines, including the Schoheim dozerline, the Porcupine Mountain dozerline and the
Boccard’s Point dozerline, all of which had already been bulldozed at the time of signing.
Table 1. Summary of Discussion for Approvals from July 6 through July 14, 2018 is the
first mention of authorization of these dozerlines. FOIA information demonstrates that
before this document was signed no requests for authorization of these dozerlines were
made by ODF. 1
July 15 Operations Maps for the Klamathon Fire show both the Schoheim dozerline and
Porcupine Mountain dozerline as “road as line.” 19 Road as line often implies that an open
road was prepared for fire containment or tactical firing by conducting snagging and fuel
reduction adjacent to the road prism. In reality, these were not official roads, instead they
were decommissioned roads or recontoured roads, utilized as backcountry hiking trails in
the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area. Significant public funds had been spent
decommissioning these roads and almost a decade of habitat restoration was quickly
undone. During the Klamathon Fire they were bulldozed and reopened as vehicular
access roads for at least three months in the summer of 2018. Most of these dozerlines
showed no evidence of being “snagged” or otherwise prepared as fireline. Thus the “road
as line” designation was inaccurate. In reality, these routes were utilized for vehicle
access, not fire containment and opening decommissioned and recontoured roads for
vehicular access was never directly authorized.
In late August the BLM drove reporters and photographers from the Medford Mail
Tribune into the Soda Mountain Wilderness along the Schoheim dozerline.
In the September 1, Medford Mail Tribune article titled “Wilderness Bulldozed to Stop
Fire” Ashland Resource Area Field Manager, Kristi Mastrofini, claimed to have
approved dozer use within the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area on July 6, yet
documentation obtained through the FOIA process demonstrates it was six days later, on
July 12. 20
On September 18, 2018, KFA field monitors documented six vehicles with fire
suppression crews driving from Old Highway 99 to Lone Pine Ridge through the heart of
the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area. The crews drove approximately10 miles across the
Wilderness Area to a location roughly three miles from the Porcupine Gap Trailhead, an
area that is relatively accessible to fire crews on foot. Implementing MIST “wherever
possible” and “without equipment that would ordinarily be prohibited by Section 4(c) of
the Wilderness Act,” as BLM Manual 6340 recommends, would require crews to walk
three miles across the ridge from Porcupine Gap Trailhead to their work site or to set up a
spike camp onsite. No clear emergency existed to justify this vehicular access and all
threat of continued fire spread had been completely mitigated at that point in time. In
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fact, crews were engaged in suppression repair, waterbarring handlines. The lack of
emergency justification, the mandates of BLM Manual 6340 and the intent of MIST
make this vehicular access for suppression repair, a clear violation of the Wilderness Act.
Because ODF is not trained in wilderness stewardship, nor does it have any authority to
administer Wilderness Areas, ODF must act under BLM’s direct supervision while working in a
Wilderness Area. According to the Soda Mountain Wilderness Stewardship Plan (p. 49), “ODF
is required to be consistent with BLM resource management objectives in selecting suppression
action alternatives, and when conducting suppression actions on BLM lands.” 16 Ultimately,
despite its contractual relationship with ODF to suppress wildland fires, BLM is responsible for
management of BLM lands and the protection of BLM resources. This makes BLM District
Manager, Elizabeth Burghard, responsible to manage the Soda Mountains Wilderness Area in
compliance with laws, regulations and agency management plans.
For at least three months, the Medford District BLM operated as if the Soda Mountain
Wilderness was temporarily rescinded, or did not exist. During this time the BLM violated the
very idea of wilderness by building roads into the wilderness and allowing extensive nonemergency vehicle access. What occurred in the Soda Mountain Wilderness during the
Klamathon Fire has seriously harmed the area’s wilderness values and leads to questions
regarding both ODF and BLM’s ability to manage a wilderness resource. The suppression
actions taken are not in accordance with BLM policy and were in clear violation of the
Wilderness Act.
Fireline Creation

A large helipad and drop point bulldozed by ODF without authorization in the Soda Mountain Wilderness and adjacent to the
Lone Pilot Trail. This location was identified as Helispot-2 and Drop Point 55 on the 7/15/2018 Suppression Repair map and is
adjacent to the Schoheim dozerline.

It is estimated that roughly 30 miles of dozerline were built by fire suppression crews inside the
Soda Mountain Wilderness Area along with numerous large safety zones, helipads, helispots and
staging areas during the Klamathon Fire. Many of these dozer scars are found outside the fire
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perimeter, meaning significant portions of the wilderness not affected by the Klamathon Fire,
were subjected to wilderness bulldozing and the degradation of wilderness resources.
These so-called dozerlines had the most severe impact of all suppression actions implemented
during the Klamathon Fire. The roughly 30 miles of dozerline built within the Soda Mountain
Wilderness Area includes dozerline built adjacent to the PCT, on top of popular hiking trails, and
east to west across the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area through rare plant populations, Native
American archeological sites, wetlands and riparian areas.
The BLM justified the extensive bulldozing by limiting dozer use to previously decommissioned
roads, and in some cases, previously recontoured roads within the Soda Mountain Wilderness
Area. These roads had been successfully revegetated with largely native species and were
decommissioned many years ago as a result of Wilderness designation and congressional
legislation. Some had been converted into popular wilderness trails, while others had largely
recovered and had begun to naturalize. Significant public funds were spent decommissioning,
recontouring and revegetating these former roadbeds to reduce sedimentation, increase
wilderness values, and limit motorized access to sensitive areas at the heart of the designated
Wilderness Area. Ironically, significant public funds were also spent to re-open these roads
during the Klamathon Fire and conduct suppression repair to mitigate the subsequent ecological
impacts.

The Schoheim Dozerline and Lone Pilot Trail

The Schoheim dozerline and a large “dozer push ”in the Soda Mountain Wilderness on the Camp Creek/Salt Creek divide. This
location was identified in the 7/15/2018 Suppression Repair as 60’X 200’ wide. It is considerably larger, and the area was heavily
compacted, cleared of all vegetation and will leave a lasting scar on this wilderness ridgeline.

Following designation of the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area, the old Schoheim jeep road
extending from Pilot Rock to Agate Flat was decommissioned. The upper portions of the
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Schoheim jeep road were then designated as the Lone Pilot Trail, a large hiking loop around
Pilot Rock. This wilderness trail provides some of the only access into the heart of the Soda
Mountain Wilderness Area and circumnavigates Pilot Rock via portions of the decommissioned
Schoheim jeep road.
The Lone Pilot Trail and the former Schoheim jeep road were bulldozed during the Klamathon
Fire, from Old Highway 99 to Agate Flat, roughly 20 miles across the Soda Mountain
Wilderness Area. The dozerline extends across dozens of small seasonal streams and 5 major
watersheds, including Hutton, Slide, Scotch, Camp and Salt Creeks. In addition, rare plant
populations, Native American archeological sites and intact wilderness habitats were impacted
during bulldozing operations.
On the western fork of Scotch Creek dozers ran parallel to the stream corridor for roughly ¼ to ½
of a mile. The machines dumped large piles of overcast soil and fine, powdery sediment directly
into the small stream corridor, in some places practically filling the stream channel. Although the
agency claims to have rehabilitated this stream corridor, erosion and sedimentation associated
with soil disturbance, soil damage and hydrological impacts likely sustained a significant
increase above background levels.

The riparian area of Scotch Creeks western fork was bulldozed for roughly ¼ mile. The pine trees in this photo are within a few
feet of the stream bed.

The Schoheim dozerline also damaged rare plant populations, including significant populations
of the federally endangered Gentner’s fritillary (Fritillaria gentneri). Populations of Gentner’s
fritillary at the headwaters of Hutton Creek near Pilot Rock and on Lone Pine Ridge were
bulldozed during suppression operations. Many individual rare plants were destroyed and habitat
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was significantly degraded during bulldozing operations. The rare Green’s mariposa lily
(Calochortus greenii) is also located within the area and its high quality habitat was impacted by
bulldozer use in the Hutton Creek watershed.
In the Medford Mail Tribune article the BLM claimed that the Schoheim dozerline was
necessary for fire containment. 20 Yet, only about 1.5 of the roughly 20 miles bulldozed along the
Lone Pilot Trail and former Schoheim jeep route were actually utilized for direct fire
containment. In fact, the Schoheim dozerline traverses five major watersheds, traveling midslope across very steep, mountainous terrain. The old jeep road contains numerous sharp
swithbacks and clearly was not created for direct fire containment.
The improper placement, difficult terrain, and significant safety concerns associated with the
Schoheim dozerlines demonstrates quite clearly that it was not created for fire containment. In
fact, one of the only portions of the dozerline actually tested by fire was promptly burned over.
The Schoheim jeep road was reopened primarily for motor vehicle access, allowing crews and
equipment to drive deep into the heart of the wildlands in direct violation of the Wilderness Act.
For over three months after the fire was extinguished the BLM continued driving into the Soda
Mountain Wilderness with heavy equipment, full sized vehicles and ATVs.
Numerous very large safety zones, helipads and staging areas were also built as part of the
dozerline. These are large bulldozed areas sometimes hundreds of feet across, cleared of all
vegetation, leveled and scraped to bare mineral soil. They were built mostly on ridgetops and
adjacent to the Schoheim dozerline, leaving permanent scars on the wilderness landscape.
Also associated with the Schoheim dozerline is a large dozerline mistakenly built by confused
dozer operators on a long-abandoned spur leading from upper Hutton Creek to the base of Pilot
Rock. This roughly 2.5 mile dozerline extends through conifer forest below Pilot Rock, into
large juniper clearings, and past beautiful rock outcrops, to a series of year-round springs.
The bulldozing of the Schoheim dozerline was unnecessary, irresponsible, unauthorized, and
provided for vehicle access, not fire containment in violation of both the 1964 Wilderness Act
and the recommendations in BLM Manual 6340.
Porcupine Mountain Dozerline
High on the ridges of the Western Cascade Mountains, along the Soda Mountain/Pilot Rock
ridgeline, is the long-decommissioned Porcupine Mountain jeep road. This longdecommissioned route starts at Porcupine Gap and extends roughly 5 miles to Baldy Creek
Road. The entire route extends through the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area and the most intact
high country in the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument. Running through the northern end of
the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area and directly adjacent to the Pacific Crest Trail, the dozerline
is not only highly visible to recreational users, but also extremely damaging to the protected
biological values of the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument.
The entire length of this dozerline follows the PCT, and crews even bulldozed across the trail in
numerous locations. The dozerline badly damaged the scenic, recreational and ecological values
of the region, and ironically, the fire never came closer than 2 miles south of the so-called
“fireline.”
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To make matters worse, the
fuels surrounding this
dozerline in early July were
still rather spring-like and
unlikely to carry active fire.
Fuel moisture content in
both downed and
herbaceous fuels were
relatively high. Wildflowers
were still blooming and the
grasses still green in the
high country near Pilot
Rock and Soda Mountain
when the fire occurred.
These higher elevation fuels
would likely have
A hiker standing on the PCT in the Soda Mountain Wilderness. This section of trail
dampened fire spread and
was bulldozed along the Porcupine Mountain dozerline.
intensity, if not totally
extinguished the fire. Given
those conditions, the fire behavior and the localized weather conditions affecting the Klamathon
Fire after July 7, the fire could have been effectively contained by preparing the PCT as handline
and by using Minimum Impact Suppression Tactics (MIST).
The Porcupine Mountain dozerline was cut through conifer forests, oak woodlands, juniper
balds, and sensitive lithosol meadows that will most likely take hundreds of years to recover
from suppression impacts. The northern end of the dozerline was built directly through the
easternmost population of the rare Siskiyou fritillary (Fritillaria glauca). This is the CascadeSiskiyou National Monument’s only population of Siskiyou fritillary, and one of the most robust
and scenic sites in the species’ limited range. Large portions of this population were bulldozed
and destroyed during the Klamathon Fire.
Although the Porcupine Mountain dozerline provided absolutely no benefit to fire containment,
the impacts of this dozerline to the scenic qualities of the PCT and the biodiversity values of the
Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument are extreme and long lasting.
Boccard’s Point Dozerline
The Boccard’s Point dozerline was built into the headwaters of Camp Creek in the Soda
Mountain Wilderness Area. The dozerline was constructed on a former roadbed that had been
decommissioned and fully recontoured after wilderness designation. The former roadbed had
been completely obliterated, successfully revegetated with largely native plant species, and
turned into a popular hiking trail leading to Boccard’s Point, a large and dramatic outcrop on
Soda Mountain’s southwestern face overlooking the headwaters of Camp Creek.
Fire suppression crews bulldozed roughly 1.5 miles out the Boccard’s Point Trail then stopped
and turned around. Like many of the other dozerlines created in the Klamathon Fire, this
particular dozerline was not utilized for fire containment, and based on its lack of completion,
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was also totally unnecessary. The dozerline was also built mid-slope in the headwaters of Camp
Creek and was not strategically located in a way that would allow it to be utilized as safe or
effective fireline.
Rehabilitation work conducted by the BLM on this former hiking trail was also completely
inadequate and its current utility as a hiking trail is minimal. What was a popular and scenic
hiking trail vegetated with largely native plants is now infested with non-native mullein and
other invasive species. The soil disturbance associated with bulldozing triggered a large response
by non-native species, damaged recreational values and degraded the biological values of the
Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument.
Horseshoe Ranch Dozerlines

A dozerline built on the ridgeline between Slide Creek and
Scotch Creek in the Horseshoe Ranch Wildlife Area. Note how
the dozerline was burned over and was not used for fire
containment.

The Horseshoe Ranch Wildlife Area is located
directly adjacent to Iron Gate Reservoir at the
lower end of Scotch Creek. California Fish
and Wildlife originally acquired the 5,017acre property in 1976 to protect the important
habitat connectivity corridor that extends
through the area and the spectacular winter
range for both deer and elk in the Jenny Creek
herds. The property is managed by the
Redding Fish and Wildlife Office and is also
now included in the Cascade-Siskiyou
National Monument. Its northern boundary
also borders the Soda Mountain Wilderness
Area. The area includes a historic ranch site
and Shasta village site. Currently a few old
stone walls, a stone spring house and scattered
relicts of the ranching era can be found on the
site.

An old road leads to the former homesite and beyond in the lower Scotch and Slide Creek
watersheds. Beyond administrative access to the old homesite, these roads had not been driven
and have not been in drivable condition for many, many years. During suppression of the
Klamathon Fire, CalFire crews reopened portions of this road system. They bulldozed past the
old homestead and climbed to a low saddle on the ridge dividing Slide and Scotch Creeks, then
dropped into Slide Creek with the bulldozer. Not built strategically to contain the fire, the fire
actually burned all the way around this dozerline, making it completely obsolete and ineffective
as a containment feature. It appears that, similar to other dozerlines in the Soda Mountain
Wilderness Area and Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument, this route may have been reopened
simply to provide vehicular access to the fire and played no active role in fire containment.
Crews also reopened old roads up Wildcat Gulch and built new dozerline heading south to Iron
Gate Reservoir. This new dozerline was built in previously undisturbed portions of the
Horseshoe Ranch Wildlife Area.
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The impacts of reopening and bulldozing roads in the Horseshoe Ranch Wildlife area include
increased sedimentation in Scotch and Slide Creeks, damage to vegetation, the spread of noxious
weeds, soil damage, and soil erosion. Motorized vehicles also drove into a series of wetlands
near the old homesite during the Klamathon Fire, leaving pronounced ruts in the clay soils.
These ruts will likely last for many years.
Historic & Cultural Resources
While suppressing the Klamathon Fire significant cultural resources were impacted by dozerline
creation. At an undisclosed location in the Soda Mountain Wilderness, fire crews bulldozed
through numerous extensive and well-documented lithic scatter sites, churning the lithic material
into the soil strata and destroying the archeological integrity of the sites. One lithic scatter site
was bulldozed as a “fireline” and another was turned into a large drop point, impacting the entire
site. These sites contained lithic scatter of native chert and jasper, as well as obsidian from
outside the region.

A Native American acorn grinding mortar bulldozed by ODF fire
crews in the Soda Mountain Wilderness and Cascade Siskiyou
National Monument.

Nearby these spectacular lithic scatter sites,
suppression crews bulldozed straight though
yet another cultural site used for acorn, bulb,
or seed processing. In September of 2018
KFA field monitors found a large grinding
mortar directly in a wilderness dozerline, the
artifiact had been churned up to the soil
surface during bulldozing operations. These
important archeological sites were located in
and supposedly protected by the CascadeSiskiyou National Monument. Unfortunately,
this designation did not protect them from
irresponsible suppression activities and the
agency has given no indication they will
sufficiently protect these sites during future
fire suppression efforts.

It is likely that other dozerlines, especially those on the high ridgelines such as the Soda
Mountain Crest, the Pilot Rock area, Lone Pine Ridge and other locations, also impacted either
known or unknown archeological sites. Crews also bulldozed portions of Agate Flat an area well
known for its chert, jasper and agate, which was used by local tribes for napping arrowheads,
spear points and other prehistoric tools, implements and ceremonial pieces.
Finally, crews bulldozed portions of the Horseshoe Ranch Wildlife Area, which has historic and
prehistoric cultural importance. The area was utilized by local Shasta tribes during the prehistoric
era and was a historic ranch during the settlement era.
Riparian Impacts
The biggest riparian impacts associated with fire suppression in the Klamathon Fire Area can be
attributed directly to the Schoheim dozerline. This mid-slope dozerline, built on a long
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abandoned roadbed within the Soda Mountain Wilderness contains dozens of stream crossings.
In the western fork of Scotch Creek dozerlines ran parallel to the stream for roughly a ¼ to a ½
mile, depositing large volumes of sediment directly into the streambed and disturbing riparian
soils. 19 Other stream crossings in Hutton Creek and the east fork of Scotch Creek also
contributed large volumes of direct sedimentation. Although the BLM did conduct
“rehabilitation” on portions of this dozerline, the impacts associated with both the dozerline
creation and its rehabilitation have been severe. The disturbed soils likely accelerated erosion
over the winter of 2018-2019, impacted hydrology and spread noxious weeds.
Fire Retardant Use
The use of fire retardant is also of concern to riparian areas and aquatic resources and large
volumes of fire retardant were used on the Klamathon Fire. At the July 9, CalFire Press
Conference, Incident Commander, Tod Derum, disclosed that 575,000 gallons of retardant had
been utilized in just four days.10 Much of this was utilized in the open, grassy habitat surrounding
Interstate 5 and in residential communities around Hornbrook, Hilt and the Colestin Valley. Yet,
significant application also occurred in the Soda Mountain Wilderness and Cascade-Siskiyou
National Monument.
In the last eight years monitoring fire
suppression impacts for Klamath Forest
Alliance, we have never seen such a blatant fire
retardant misapplication as we found in upper
Hutton Creek following the Klamathon Fire. .
Due to the excessive levels of fire retardant
found within the riparian corridor of upper
Hutton Creek, the retardant application appears
to have been implemented purposefully and in
violation of existing regulations.
At the headwaters of Hutton Creek, in section
11, heavy misapplications took place up and
down a year-round headwater stream. In
September 2018 when we first conducted onthe-ground monitoring along the Schoheim dozerline it was clear that portions of upper Hutton
Creek had been purposefully “painted red” with fire retardant. Bright red strips of fire retardant
lined the headwaters of the stream near Pilot Rock. The red staining penetrated the riparian
corridor in large portions of upper Hutton Creek. In some places misapplication was so severe
that staining was clearly evident on understory vegetation beneath a dense canopy of bigleaf
maple and conifer trees, and we photo documented fire retardant coating instream wood.
The rust red hue in the understory of this photograph depicts
a significant fire retardant misapplication in the riparian area
on upper Hutton Creek.

Fire retardant is toxic to aquatic life and riparian areas are universally identified as fire retardant
avoidance zones, where retardant application is prohibited and misapplications must be reported
to agency officials. In practice, this rarely happens, most misapplications go unreported and fire
managers do not generally consider the actual effects of fire retardant on the landscape
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Most fire retardants contain roughly 80% water, 10% fertilizer and 10% chemical additives that
are proprietary and are not disclosed to the public. The popular fire retardant Phos-check breaks
down into toxic ammonia and phosphoric acid. Another brand known as Fire-Trol degrades to
cyanide. 21 Based on FOIA information and the above referenced recipe, tens of thousands of
gallons of fertilizer and other unknown chemical additives may have been spread across the
Klamathon Fire area, including riparian areas. Fire retardant misapplication on the scale that we
have documented likely created localized mortality to frogs and amphibians inhabiting the
headwaters of Hutton Creek, but to our knowledge was never investigated.
The red staining from retardant drops was certainly visible to field monitors in Hutton Creek, in
September of 2018, three months after the fire was extinguished. Red staining from retardant
misapplication in Hutton Creek would also have been abundantly clear to aviation resources.
Yet, BLM suppression repair maps show no reported retardant misapplications in the Klamathon
Fire. Based on specific on-the-ground monitoring we know a major misapplication did occur, but
was not reported as BLM regulations require.
The level of misapplication documented by on-the-ground monitoring efforts demonstrates a
need for investigation, and perhaps reform of ODF fire retardant application techniques and
reporting standards.
Noxious Weeds
It is possible that given the timing of the Klamathon Fire (early July) that non-native species may
have been reduced by the summer burn effects. Early summer wildfires that burn while noxious
weeds are in flower, but before seed set, can effectively interrupt seed maturation and can reduce
the abundance of annual or biennial noxious or non-native species.
It is often recommended to ignite prescribed fires during the early summer months to reduce
non-native species cover. However, the timing required makes prescribed fires difficult to
control and contain, and for this reason, prescribed fire is almost never effectively used to limit
non-native annual grass spread or biennial star thistle populations.
The Klamathon Fire burned through thousands of acres of non-native grasslands above Iron Gate
Reservoir; these areas were heavily infested with star thistle, medusahead and cheatgrass before
the Klamathon Fire. Although very little native seed source was available in the soil seed bed,
native species with long-lived propagules such as corms, bulbs and fibrous root systems have
responded to the Klamathon Fire with abundant post-fire blooms. Fire triggered seed
germination was less evident, but many native species have responded positively including,
Fritillaria recurva, Fritillaria affinis, various Lomatium species, Dichelostemma capitatum.,
Asclepias speciosa, Balsamorhiza deltoidea., etc. Given the timing of the fire, the Klamathon
Fire may have positive effects on native species composition and abundance. Based on ocular
estimates, during the spring of 2019, star thistle and non-native annual grass species were far less
abundant in burned areas than in adjacent unburned areas. Long-term trends are unknown, but
the fire could have a beneficial effect.
On the other hand, the vast dozerlines built during the Klamathon Fire could become a
significant source of noxious weed spread. Many dozerlines began at lower elevations in heavily
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infested areas, northeast of Hornbrook, and extended miles into relatively inaccessible lands
owned by private landowners or the BLM. In these specific cases bulldozers and other heavy
equipment likely accumulated noxious weed seeds in the heavily infested low elevation range
lands and spread them into more intact environments in the Cascade-Siskiyou National
Monument and Soda Mountain Wilderness Area. For example dozerlines were built from the
heavily infested low lands surrounding Iron Gate Reservoir on the fire’s southeast corner, while
other dozerlines started adjacent to I-5 in heavily infested portions of the Cottonwood Creek
watershed. These dozerlines continued into the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument, the Soda
Mountain Wilderness Area and the Horseshoe Ranch Wildlife Area.
In addition, these dozerlines were not only built, but they were also heavily driven for over three
months by fire suppression and suppression repair crews. These crews also drove from heavily
infested low elevation areas into more intact habitats, creating a troublesome vector for noxious
weed spread. Fire suppression repair activities also included more heavy equipment use, further
degradation of soils and an increase in the potential for noxious weed introduction and spread.
Backburning
Backburning operations appear to have been relatively minimal in the Klamathon Fire and were
largely conducted in a manner that minimized fire severity, while aiding in fire containment.
Crews did conduct backburning operations off handline built on Slide Ridge. The backburn
created favorable mixed severity effects and largely held. Those portions of the fire that jumped
Slide Ridge were later contained on Lone Pine Ridge. Presumably portions of Lone Pine Ridge
were also backburned at largely low to moderate severity.
Other backburning operations and basic information about fire suppression activities was either
redacted or withheld by the BLM in our FOIA request. Despite a detailed FOIA request the BLM
redacted all maps and ICS 209 reports, which could have contained information on backburning
operations.
Government Transparency
Although wildfire and wildfire management are extremely hot topics with complex political,
social, economic and ecological implications, wildfire suppression remains secretive and largely
unaccountable to the taxpayers that fund it. In 2018, over $3 billion was spent on federal wildfire
suppression efforts, yet very few understand how this money is actually spent. Fire suppression
is now a huge, largely government funded industry with the same graft, corruption, greed and
political interference as any other industry. Currently the government is pouring literally billions
of dollars into this industry, with little to no oversight or effectiveness monitoring. More than
any other public land management activity, decisions are made that will have significant
environmental impacts with virtually no public disclosure or analysis.
Although it is unknown if these funds are being effectively spent, unbiased information about
fire suppression activities is largely unavailable to the public. Incident Command teams work
with the Forest Service, BLM and ODF to control the information provided and everything is
processed through Public Information Officers trained to provide positive and palatable
information to the public. This narrative is often generated specifically to support current agency
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policy, is lacking in specifics, and fails to consider or address the many resource concerns
associated with fire suppression activities.
When wildfires are burning, incident commanders and federal forest managers have essentially a
blank check and the current political climate encourages excessive, high profile spending. Fueled
by a desire for good media, the appearance of an aggressive suppression response, and the
public’s desire to see action, whether or not it is effective, significant money is spent impressing
the local population with theatrical, but often ineffective fire suppression activities. This misuse
of funds and resources is commonplace and is encouraged by unrealistic public expectations,
misconceptions and misinformation from the media.
Despite real questions about the efficacy of fire suppression spending and the environmental
impacts associated with fire suppression activities, the agencies are refusing to provide
meaningful information through the FOIA process. After almost a full year of waiting, our
Klamathon Fire FOIA request with BLM was heavily redacted and incomplete. Despite having
an secured admission of guilt for accidental ignition of the Klamathon Fire, CalFire and ODF
simply refused to respond to our information requests due to ongoing investigations.
Ultimately BLM sent us a handful of non-redacted and partially redacted documents. We also
received hundreds of pages of heavily or completely redacted documents. Many pages were
completely blacked out. Virtually every map provided through the FOIA process was completely
redacted. No fire severity map was provided as requested. Maps that had already been made
public on the CalFire website, were included in our FOIA request, but were full redacted and
blacked out. All ICS-209 forms used by crews to document suppression activities were
completely redacted and hundreds of pages of blacked out documents were provided, along with
very little useful information. The information cited in this report was largely accumulated from
limited FOIA information, Klamathon Fire press conferences, public meetings, and information
posted on the CalFire website.
The failure to adequately comply with FOIA demonstrates that suppression activities are hidden
from the public and that the agency is actively avoiding both accountability and transparency by
refusing to provide information important to public oversight of fire suppression activities and
fire suppression costs.
Fire Suppression Authority on BLM Lands
Currently ODF and BLM have contractual agreements allowing ODF to conduct fire suppression
activities for five additional years on BLM lands. These agreements also require ODF to
implement fire suppression activities that are consistent with BLM land and resource
management objectives and Land Use Allocations. In the Klamathon Fire area, BLM lands
include the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument and Soda Mountain Wilderness.
The Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument was protected under the Antiquities Act by President
Bill Clinton in 2000 and expanded by President Barak Obama in 2017. The Cascade-Siskiyou
National Monument was designated to protect the region’s unique connectivity and biological
diversity.
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The Soda Mountain Wilderness was designated by Congress in 2009 to protect the areas
wilderness values and intact habitats. Shortly after designation BLM published the Soda
Mountain Wilderness Stewardship Plan identifying pre-approved fire suppression facilities such
as helicopter pads and water sources. They also identified a need to implement MIST and to
reduce fire suppression impacts in the Soda Mountain Wilderness. None of these pre-approved
facilities or recommendations were utilized in the Klamathon Fire

ODF fire managers simply do not have the experience, expertise ,inclination, training or capacity to manage wildfires in sensitive
habitats and conservation-based land use designations such as the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area.

Despite clear mandates from the Antiquities Act, the Wilderness Act and from internal BLM
documents and manuals to protect the Soda Mountain Wilderness and the biodiversity of the
Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument, ODF built 30 miles of unauthorized dozerline, cleared
helicopter landing pads, safety zones, and hoist sites. For up to six full days ODF implemented
unauthorized bulldozing throughout the Soda Mountain Wilderness. Many of the dozerlines were
built to facilitate motor vehicle access to the heart of the wilderness area and served no role in
fire containment. These unauthorized roads were also subjected to significant motor vehicle use
both during and after suppression of the Klamathon Fire.
The use and creation of vehicle access routes inside the Soda Mountain Wilderness is a direct
violation of the Wilderness Act and continued far after any “emergency” could be identified. The
use of these tactics inside the Soda Mountain Wilderness represents a political and ideological
agenda articulated by ODF District Forester and Agency Administrator for the Klamathon Fire,
Dave Larson. In a major September 9, 2018 Medford Mail Tribune article titled, Fire and
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Smoke: Could More Have Been Done, District Forester Larson proposes keeping dirt roads
inside Wilderness Areas open for fire management, just as he did without authorization in the
Klamathon Fire. 22 Under District Forester Larson’s, authority fire crews opened nearly all the
former roadbeds in the Soda Mountain Wilderness and used them for vehicle access. Although
they provided little benefit to fire containment and violate the intent of the Wilderness Act, they
are consistent with the policy changes and political bias presented by District Forester Larson in
the September 9, 2018 newspaper article.
The severe impacts to the Soda Mountain Wilderness and Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument
demonstrate why the current BLM fire suppression contract with ODF should be discontinued
and BLM should be responsible for its own fire suppression operations. The current contract
creates a lack of accountability, a lack of transparency and a lack of consistency with approved
land management plans and land use allocations. ODF simply does not have the experience,
expertise, inclination, training or capacity to manage wildfires on sensitive BLM lands such as
Wilderness Areas, Late Successional Reserves (LSR), Lands with Wilderness Characteristics
(LWC), Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) and other conservation based land use
allocations. Ultimately ODF exists to serve private timber interests in the state of Oregon, not the
public interests of all Americans. On the other hand, BLM is entrusted to manage these public
resources and that responsibility would be better served if they also managed wildland fires
within their jurisdiction.
Conclusions
When the Klamathon Fire burned through the community of Hornbrook it was clearly a tragic
event and ODF’s fire suppression response was devastating as crews bulldozed across the
wilderness without authorization. Yet, the natural fire effects were highly beneficial. Like many
fires, the Klamathon Fire was complex and had a variety of effects. Yet the fire suppression
response in the Klamathon Fire was particularly egregious and unjustified.
ODF and BLM fire managers completely ignored the mandates of the 1964 Wilderness Act,
behaving as if the wilderness designation had been temporarily rescinded or simply did not exist.
These activities created unprecedented impacts to the region’s wilderness resources. Never
before have such environmentally damaging activities been so inappropriately applied to the
wilderness habitats of SW Oregon.
The outcome of suppression actions within the Soda Mountain Wilderness demonstrates that
reform to fire suppression policy on the Medford District BLM is needed. ODF has demonstrated
that it is not qualified to manage fire on sensitive public lands and its current fire suppression
contract should not be renewed. Likewise, during the Klamathon Fire, BLM managers failed to
adequately protect the public resources and public lands under their ownership. A full Inspector
General Report should be initiated to explore the management of the Klamathon Fire and the
unauthorized fire suppression impacts sustained in the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area.
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Lower Scotch Creek and the Klamathon Fire in the Horseshoe Ranch Wildlife Area in the spring of 2019.

Figure 1
Mixed severity fire effects at the headwaters of Slide Creek in the Soda Mountain Wilderness Area.
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